9.00am Welcome (Tony Brown)
9.05 Wei Wei (Keynote) “Terracing as a great human footprint benefits restoration and socio-ecological sustainability”
9.30 Sam Turner “Terraces as sustainable agricultural environments: new perspectives from the Mediterranean and beyond
9.50 Tim Kinnaird “Terraces as sustainable agricultural environments: methods and approaches “
10.10 Andreas Lang “Timing terrace usage”

10.30 Coffee

10.50 Paolo Tarolli & Sara Cucchiaro ““Advanced remote sensing monitoring of agricultural terraces in complex topographic and landcover conditions: data from TerrACE””
11.10 Imogen Simpon-Mowday “From sowing fields to sewing cloth: Post-medieval agricultural terrace use and abandonment in the Eastern Catalan Pyrenees”
11.30 Anna Stagno & Sabina Ghislandi et. al.“Between pastures and vineyards: archeology of environmental resources and terraces at the Cinque Terre (NW Italy)”
11.50 Lynne Kvapil “Bronze Age Agricultural terraces: Farm tech and social change in Mycenean Greece”
12.10 Gianbattista Marras “The origin of landscape instability in the fourth millennium BC of the Troine of upland Sicily”
12.30 Yuval Gadot “Terracing in the Southern Levant: a survey of available evidence”
12.50 Monica Alonso Eguilez & Rosa Maria Albert “Questions and answers. Phytolith analyses applied to agricultural terraces.”

1.10 Lunch

1.50 Dan Fallu et al. “The geoarchaeology of TerrACEs”
2.10 Ben Pears et al. “Lynchet-terrace formation and sediment redistribution on loess in E Belgium”
2.30 Kristof Van Oost & Pengzhi Zhao et al. “Terraces as Carbon Stores”
2.50 Francesco Ficetola et al. “Terraces and sedaDNA from Soave Region, Italy”
3.10 Tony Brown & Inger Alsos et al. “Terraces as sedaDNA Archives”

3.45 Tea

4.15 Chris Hill “Terraces and Globally important agricultural heritage sites”
4.35 -5.30 Discussion (Chair Kevin Walsh)
5.30-6.30 Reception

To register (fee) for the meeting please email Dan Fallu (Dan.Fallu@uit.no) or Tony Brown (antony.g.brown@uit.no) (preferred) or just come along on the day.